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Status
- Pending

Subject
elFinder: Invalid backend response. Data is not JSON.

Version
12.x

Category
- Error

Feature
File Gallery (elFinder or standard UI)

Resolution status
Fix on the Way

Submitted by
Marc Laporte

Volunteered to solve
Jonny Bradley

Lastmod by
Jonny Bradley

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (1) ②

Description
http://doc.tiki.org/tiki-list_file_gallery.php?galleryId=1686

Workaround
Pretty certain this has been fixed in the meantime, but that gallery still doesn't load. I seem to remember that the empty wiki page galleries need to be deleted somehow, following the bug where they got created for every single wiki page, so maybe that's what's failing on doc due to the huge number of pages...

Eventually it loaded in list mode, https://doc.tiki.org/file1686?view=list and there are 1703 galleries in there - presumably almost all of them empty.
It seems i added a script here to do this: doc/devtools/remove_empty_wiki_attachment_filegals.php mainly because i think it only happened in a beta version so this needs to be run on doc and maybe dev too. I'll ask the sysadmins...

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

Jonny Bradley 23 Nov 13 16:44 GMT-0000

This is due to feature_use_fgal_for_wiki_attachments creating empty galleries for every single wikipage, looking now into how to undo this (it has been switched off on doc now, there seem to be no attachments in any of them so should be safe to delete the whole lot and fix the code)

Saša Janiška 05 Jun 19 10:05 GMT-0000

I do experience same problem in tiki-21svn (trunk).
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